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Abstract

Patenting genes encoding therapeutic proteins was relatively uncontroversial in the early days of biotechnology. Co
arose in the era of high-throughput DNA sequencing, when gene patents started to look less like patents on drugs and
patents on scientific information. Evolving scientific and business strategies for exploiting genomic information raised c
that patents might slow subsequent research. The trend towards stricter enforcement of the utility and disclosure req
by the patent offices should help clarify the current confusion.To cite this article: R. Eisenberg, C. R. Biologies 326 (2003).
 2003 Published by Elsevier SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.

Résumé

Prise de brevet des outils de la recherche génomique et la loi. La prise de brevet des gènes codants des proté
thérapeutiques était relativement peu controversée aux débuts de la biotechnologie. La controverse est née à l’ère du
à haut débit, lorsque les brevets sur les gènes ont commencé à ressembler moins à des brevets sur des médicaments
brevets sur l’information scientifique. Des stratégies scientifiques et industrielles évolutives pour l’exploitation de l’infor
génomique ont suscité des sujets de préoccupation, à savoir que les brevets ne ralentissent la recherche en aval. La te
stricte des offices des brevets concernant les exigences d’utilité et de description devrait aider à clarifier la confusion
Pour citer cet article : R. Eisenberg, C. R. Biologies 326 (2003).
 2003 Published by Elsevier SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.
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1. Introduction

Intellectual property issues have been surprisin
prominent in recent discourse about the genome p
ect, both in the scientific community and throug
out society. What makes this surprising is that pate

E-mail address: rse@umich.edu (R. Eisenberg).
1631-0691/$ – see front matter 2003 Published by Elsevier SAS on
doi:10.1016/j.crvi.2003.10.001
ing DNA sequences is not a new practice – it h
been going on for years. It began with little fanfa
and little controversy, in contrast to other extens
of patents which have been much more controver
For example, in the US considerable public cont
versy followed the allowance of patents on micro
ganisms [1], animals [2], computer software [3], a
business methods [4]. The issuance of patents in e
of these areas promptly provoked outspoken opp
behalf of Académie des sciences.
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tion along with media commentaries [5]. In rece
years we have seen similar attention focused on
practice of patenting genes, but nothing like that h
pened when people first started patenting genes in
early days of the biotechnology industry in the 198
The practice of patenting genes was thus quite w
established before it provoked any significant pub
controversy.

The first significant controversy over the patent
of DNA sequences arose in the early 1990s over pa
applications filed by the National Institutes of Hea
(NIH) on the first few thousands ESTs that came
of the laboratory of Dr. Craig Venter when he was
NIH [6]. These filings not only provoked oppositio
from the usual anti-biotechnology groups (who h
previously paid little attention to gene patentin
but also triggered a storm of controversy within t
scientific community, and even some signs of conc
within the pharmaceutical industry. More recently t
patenting of genes has figured prominently in me
coverage of the human genome project [7], with so
newspaper stories devoted entirely to the subject.

2. Controversy about gene patenting

Why was the patenting of genes so uncontrover
in the early days, and why has it become so con
versial since then? In the early days, patenting ge
looked like patenting drugs; now, it looks more lik
patenting scientific information. We have a clear st
(although some would dispute it) about why we wa
to issue patents on drugs. It is a lot less clear whe
we want to issue patents on scientific information.

The first generation of patents on DNA sequen
from the 1980s was directed towards genes enco
therapeutically significant proteins. The patents
these genes typically claimed isolated and purifi
DNA sequences encoding these proteins (gene
cDNA molecules created by reverse transcription
recombinant vector that includes the DNA sequenc
and transformed host cells that include the vect
Each of these claims covered tangible materials u
to make pharmaceutical products. The effect w
similar to a patent on a drug, although the ge
patent was directed to the starting materials use
production of the protein rather than to the prot
product itself. A patent on the recombinant DN
starting materials provided an effective commerc
monopoly in the recombinant proteins encoded
the DNA sequences. The US Patent and Tradem
Office (USPTO) and the courts treated these pat
the same way they treated patents on new chem
compounds. The analogy may never have been per
but it worked in the sense of motivating investments
the biotechnology industry and in the developmen
new products.

This was important because the biopharmaceu
industry is an area where the patent system does
work. That is not so in every industry. Although mo
countries have unitary patent systems that purpo
apply the same set of rules across all fields of tech
ogy, and the TRIPS agreement now prohibits discri
nation in the provision of patent protection on the ba
of field of technology [8], the empirical evidence su
gests that patents play very different roles in differ
fields of technology [9]. In some industries, firms s
that patents are not very important to their research
development (R&D) decisions. Other things are mu
more important in determining the profitability of in
vestments in innovation, such as being first in the m
ket, for example. By contrast, people in the pharm
ceutical industry report that patents are crucially i
portant to their R&D decisions, and that they would
unwilling to invest in development of a product that
not protected by patents.

What accounts for this difference? The standard
count from the pharmaceutical industry is that the
velopment of new drugs is a costly and risky busine
and that there are many costly failures for each s
cessful product. If generic competitors could enter
market (and thereby drive down prices on) the s
cessful products without incurring all the R&D cos
on the full range of successful and unsuccessful c
didates, they would drive the research firms out
business. The early biotechnology firms that dev
oped therapeutic protein products saw themselve
high-technology pharmaceutical firms, and they
wanted patents to prevent free riders from destroy
their profits. Patents on genes promised to provide
protection and allowed these new firms to raise cap
and sometimes to get pharmaceutical firms to colla
rate with them, to develop new products.

Some biotechnology firms still follow this mode
looking to identify and bring to market new therape
tic proteins, either on their own or with pharmaceuti
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partners. But the biotechnology and genomics ind
tries have become much more diverse in their busin
and research strategies in recent years. The hu
genome may still contain sequences encoding th
peutic proteins that have not yet been identified.
most of the genome – and even most of the transc
tome – will have its primary value as a resource
future research. Some of this research will ultimat
lead to the development of products that are far
moved from the genomic information that helped
searchers along the path to discovery. It is not obvi
how to use patents on genes to capture the value
genomic information contributes to these future d
coveries.

The different perspectives of different participan
in the biopharmaceutical industry lead, not surp
ingly, to different outlooks on the role of paten
Pharmaceutical firms, for example, although gener
strong supporters of the patent system, are some
skeptical about genomic patents. They do not lo
against them because the pharmaceutical indust
loath to raise political opposition to patents in a
form. They fear that any constraint on the patent s
tem would prove to be the first step down the sl
pery slope toward compulsory licensing of all dr
patents, which would be a disaster for them. But
though pharmaceutical firms do not overtly oppose
nomic patents, in recent years we have seen som
these firms investing in research to put genomic
formation in the public domain before genomics firm
can appropriate it as their intellectual property. An
ample is the SNP consortium [10], which candid
proclaims a goal of preventing the issuance of pate
on SNPs. The existence of such an initiative provi
an important reality check on the economic impac
the patent system. Patents do not just give out wea
they also take wealth away. Usually the wealth tak
away by patents comes from disaggregated consu
of end products. Patent holders might argue that ot
wise consumers would never have the benefit of th
products, and whether or not this is true, consum
are not ordinarily well organized to dispute the clai
In the biopharmaceutical industry, patents on the m
discoveries that are made on the road to drug de
opment take wealth out of the pocket of future
novators, some of whom are quite savvy and gu
their pockets closely. Pharmaceutical firms see
biotechnology firms and universities that hold pate
t

t

f

on these upstream research inputs as so many tax
lectors, threatening to dilute their anticipated pro
on potential new products. These firms are well or
nized politically; they have a clear business model,
they tell a clear story about the role of patents in t
business model.

The biotechnology industry is also somewhat
ganized, but they are less clear about their busin
models and about the role of patents in these mod
They patent what they can and hope that some of t
patents will someday help them to make a profit, p
haps by allowing them to capture a share of the p
its on future drugs. But they have no clear predictio
about the nexus between their current patents and
tential future profits, and this confusion leads to ov
claiming. This may explain the otherwise puzzling
action in the financial markets a few years ago to
joint announcement from US President Bill Clinto
and British Prime Minister Tony Blair approving o
the policy of the public human genome project to p
DNA sequence information promptly in public dat
bases: “To realize the full promise of this research, raw
fundamental data on the human genome, including the
human DNA sequence and its variations, should be
made freely available to scientists everywhere” [11].
This statement did not announce any change in
or policy, and even emphasized the importance of
propriate intellectual property protection. The nega
reaction in the financial market suggests fundam
tal confusion about what business models would l
from genomic information to future profits, leading i
vestors to gyrate between undue optimism and un
pessimism.

Although the statutes that provide for patent prot
tion have changed little in the past 200 years, the ap
cation of these laws to new inventions is often inde
minate. Paradoxically, a legal system that is desig
to promote technological change is slow to respon
changes in the technological landscape. The USP
is still working through patent applications from th
1990s, and looks to even older decisions, based
older technologies, for guidance in evaluating th
patent applications.
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3. Patentability requirements in a changing
environment

The US patent statute includes a number of doc
nal levels for determining what may be patented t
constrain how the patent system responds to new t
nologies. Genomics challenges some of the traditio
tools for sorting through these patent claims. Althou
this may seem surprising, after some twenty year
accumulating precedent in biotechnology patent m
ters, the landscape of discovery has shifted in w
that limit the guidance provided by older cases.

3.1. Eligibility requirement

A threshold requirement for patent protection is
existence of patent-eligible subject matter. Many p
ple are surprised and puzzled to learn that it is poss
to patent DNA sequences. The patent statute says
you can patent any new and useful process, mach
manufacture or composition of matter. Although DN
sequences might seem like they should fail the tes
novelty because they are found in nature, patent ap
cants avoid this obstacle by claiming DNA sequen
in forms that only exist through human interventio
such as isolated and purified cDNA molecules, reco
binant vectors, and transformed host cells that con
recombinant vectors. Such patents are not infringe
the DNA in the cells of our bodies, and therefore t
DNA in our cells does not defeat the novelty of the
claims.

So far in the US, DNA sequences have be
patented as compositions of matter, a characteriza
that highlights their material existence as molecu
But in the modern area of high-throughput DNA s
quencing, much of the value of newly identified DN
sequences resides in databases of information ra
than in tangible molecules. It is not clear how to dr
patent claims that will permit patent owners capture
the value of this information. One strategy that so
patent applicants have tried is to claim the DNA
quences stored in machine-readable form. This
very interesting development, and raises questions
have not been resolved by the established practic
allowing patents on DNA molecules. Can patents
used to protect data? Just a few years ago the an
to this question would have been an easy “no”.
day, following judicial expansions in the patent sy
t
,

r

r

tem to accommodate information technology, it is n
so clear. Some decisions involving patents for softw
and other computer-implemented inventions argua
open the door to patents claiming data in machi
readable form, although I hope that the USPTO a
the courts will reject these claims. They may well d
cide that pending claims on DNA sequence stored
computer-readable medium simply prove too mu
One paradox that these claims raise is that the USP
posts the text of issued patents on a website, a
other patent offices [12]; that website would argua
infringe patent claims on DNA sequences stored
machine-readable medium, suggesting a need to
think this issue.

Patent rights are not well adapted to protecting
formation, particularly information about the natu
world. Given that independent discovery of such
formation is quite likely to happen without the effor
of any particular patent holder, excessive protec
of such information as intellectual property may slo
down subsequent research more than it promotes
original data collection.

3.2. Utility requirement

The legal category that is doing the most work rig
now in determining which DNA sequences may
patented is utility. In order to be patentable, a n
invention must be useful. This requirement is writt
into the US constitution, which authorizes Congr
to issue patents to promote progress in the useful
[13], as well as in the patent statute: “Whoever invents
or discovers any new and useful process, machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter. . . may obtain
a patent therefore. . . ” [14], but it is not entirely clear
what this limitation means, or what function it serv
in limiting what may be patented. The courts ha
sometimes treated utility as a subject matter limitat
that restricts the patent system to applied technol
as opposed to abstract knowledge, or to “the world
commerce” rather than “the realm of philosophy” [1
although that distinction is ambiguous in this settin
The utility requirement is also embedded in disclos
requirements that compel patent applicants to te
the public not only how to make their inventions, b
also how to use them: the US Code requires th
patent application include a disclosure that provi
“a written description of the invention, and of the
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manner and process of making and using it” in terms
that “enable any person skilled in the art. . . to make
and use the same” [16]. Another possible way o
understanding the function of the utility requireme
is that it serves as a timing device that determi
whether an invention is ripe for patent protection, a
when it would be better left outside the patent syst
until more work is done to understand it.

The meaning of the utility requirement has be
much disputed in biotechnology and chemistry, wh
structures are typically discovered or built before th
functions are well understood. At what point is su
a discovery ripe for patent protection? The USP
seems to vacillate between very strict enforcem
of this requirement and very lax enforcement, w
no clear policy basis for choosing one approach o
another. The current trend in the USPTO is towar
relatively strict standard, at least as applied to D
sequences [17], but it is not clear whether the co
will back them up if patent applicants appeal fro
rejections of their patent claims.

3.3. Disclosure requirement

Disclosure requirements have had growing imp
tance in US patent law as applied to genomics disc
eries. In order to get a patent an inventor must prov
a written description of the invention, an enabling d
closure of how to make and use the invention, and
closure of the best mode contemplated by the inv
tor of practicing the invention [16]. An applicant ma
not update this disclosure after filing a patent appli
tion, but must get it right the first time or else lose t
benefit of original filing date (or even risk invalidatio
of an issued patent). Apart from informing the publ
patent disclosures also demonstrate what it is tha
applicant has done that justifies issuing a patent.
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, which is t
primary appellate court in patent matters in the U
has used the disclosure requirements in recent yea
limit the scope of rights available to those who ident
new DNA sequences [18]. Indeed, as a general m
ter, that court has been generous with patent applic
in matters pertaining to patent validity, but very str
with patent owners in determining the scope of pat
rights. Some US practitioners summarize these p
tions in the aphorism that the Federal Circuit will n
rest until it has held every US patent valid, but not
fringed.

The disclosure requirement constrains the tim
of patent applications: one cannot get a patent u
one discloses the sequence. At an earlier poin
the history of gene patenting, the effect was to d
patents to inventors who had an enabling methodo
and a viable strategy for cloning a gene, but had
yet actually done so and therefore could not discl
the DNA sequence [19]. This approach also constr
the scope of claims and prevents patent applic
from getting broad patents that cover many variati
on a sequence on the basis of a disclosure that
not explain how to sort through those possible ma
variations and determine which ones will work [20
This is an interesting area to monitor in genom
and it is a limitation that is better grounded in rece
appellate case law than utility.

3.4. Non-obviousness requirement

A final requirement for patent protection that sho
play a larger role in genomics than it has done
far is the non-obviousness requirement, or “inven
step” as it is known in European law. In order to
patentable, an invention must be non-obvious to a
son of ordinary skill in the field, in view of the prior a
or a previously disclosed knowledge in the field [2
The meaning of that standard is much contested in
patent system. In a formulation that resonated with
courts in the past, the non-obviousness standard
tinguishes the unpatentable work of the ordinary m
chanic from the patentable advances of more insigh
inventors. One way of understanding this distinct
is that you do not need patents to bring about m
dane advances that are within easy reach of the a
age person working in the field, but only for the no
obvious advances that require something beyond
tine work. But the drafters of the current version of t
US patent statute, who were uncomfortable with p
judicial efforts to distinguish between patentable a
unpatentable work in terms of the nature of the inv
tive work, added to the definition of non-obviousne
a sentence that discourages inquiries into how the
ventor went about making the invention: “Patentabi
shall not be negativated by the manner in which the
vention was made” [21]. Instead of asking how the
vention was made, one should look at the results,
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ask whether the invention itself is non-obvious in lig
of the prior art.

This approach has arguably led to the patenting
trivial work in genomics. In the era of high-throughp
DNA sequencing, the discovery of new DNA s
quences has become highly routine and mechan
But the fact that new DNA sequences are identifi
through the work of robots and computers that co
be put to work by people of ordinary skill in th
highly accomplished field does not seem to precl
them from being patented. For now, the Federal C
cuit seems to think that the language of the statute
cludes consideration of the routineness of the sequ
ing method in determining whether a sequence ma
patented. Perhaps as the PTO sorts through paten
plications that are currently pending, the law will st
to shift toward a more robust non-obviousness s
dard in the future.

4. Conclusion

For the first generation of recombinant DNA pro
ucts, patents on genes looked more or less like pat
on drugs. Today, patents on genes look more
patents on scientific information. In contrast to pate
ing end products, patenting the information base
future R&D raises serious questions as to whether
balance, it is more likely to promote progress or to
tard it. As new business models evolve for translat
DNA sequence information into profitable products
is not yet clear what role the patent system will pla
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